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ABSTRACT 

Author: Tai Lynden Houser 

Title: (Modern) Detroit-as-Experience: 
Understanding Joyce Carol Oates's them 

Institution: Florida Atlantic University 

Thesis Advisor: Dr. Mary Faraci 

Degree: Master of Arts 

Year: 2003 

Joyce Carol Oates's novel them and Wallace Stevens's poetry can be 

examined in light of Oates's critical essay "Against Nature." These fictions 

illustrate Oates's idea of Nature not existing as a noun, Nature, but as an 

experience which we attempt to understand through language. Indirectly, Oates 

calls on other authors and theorists to argue for a redefinition of Nature. She 

comes to conclude that what we call "Nature" in reality exists as Nature-as-

experience. Once we fully understand Nature-as-experience, we can utilize 

those principles to understand a relatively new occurrence in history and 

literature: the manmade city. In them, the city, in much the same way as Nature, 

becomes City-as-experience and in fact lives in the experience of the character 

Maureen. 
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For mom and dad, 
who first explained to me Nature-as-experience 



Introduction: 
What is this Thing? Nature-as-Experience? 

"A mystical experience is ineffable and you can 't put any language to it, because as soon as you 
do you demean and reduce it. You wouldn 't have a mystical experience in a Sunday mass, you 'd 

have it out in the wilderness ." 
-Joyce Carol Oates 

"When [the imagination) adheres to the unreal and intensifies what is unreal , while its first effect 
may be extraordinary, that effect is the maximum effect that it will ever have." 

-Wallace Stevens 

"For me. the ultimate power in the universe is nature." 
-Camille Paglia 

In her essay, "Against Nature," Joyce Carol Oates introduces the idea of 

Nature-as-experience. Her basic premise is that Nature is a noun, "a single 

entity- something of ours" (71 ). The implication here is that Nature is a 

construct of our understanding . Yes, Nature exists ; it is in control because it 

forces us to take action. Nature is a place that one must "read , layer by layer" 

(70). It exists somewhere "above" the human experience if only because it 

"allows us the possibility of transcending the human condition [ . .. Nature is] the 

thrumming 'life-force' we imagine we all support" (72). In our attempt at 

understanding or appreciating Nature, we must construct it as something more 

comprehendible. Just as we are inclined toward reducing God to a religion , so 

too are we inclined toward reducing Nature to language in an attempt to 
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comprehend its greatness. "The subject is there only by the grace of the 

author's language" (70). 

Oates's idea of Nature-as-experience is based on her opposition to 

Nature-in-itself. Nature cannot exist "in itself' because it is "filtered through our 

optical nerves, our 'senses,' our fiercely romantic expectations" (71 ); it is filtered 

through our understanding and language. Oates's insistence upon Nature-as

experience over Nature-in-itself resonates with Heidegger's conclusions on 

thing-ness. While Heidegger, in his essay "The Origin of the Work of Art,'' is 

discussing Art, the argument can easily be applied to Oates's Nature-as

experience because both authors conceptualize their subjects as ideas: the 

thing ness of the thing . This reification derives from Heidegger's reference to 

Kant's discussion of a "thing-in-itself." Heidegger concludes that "a thing is not 

merely an aggregate of traits, nor an accumulation of properties by which that 

aggregate arises. A thing [ .. . ] is that around which the properties have 

assembled" (148). This is precisely what Oates wants to make clear. Nature is 

not a collection of natural traits; nature is what surrounds it. This illusive 

definition suggests that our experience and our language are what create an 

understanding of Nature. Again from Heidegger: "Everything that might 

interpose itself between the thing and us in apprehending and talking about it 

must first be set aside" (151 ). In Heidegger's terms, Oates is saying that our 
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experience and language are what interpose between us and Nature. If we were 

to "set aside" the language and experience, however, there would be no 

understanding of Nature. Perhaps more precisely: the experience would exist 

without a point of reference and would therefore not practically exist at all . 

Heidegger insists upon there not being "so much an assault upon the 

thing as rather an inordinate attempt to bring it into the greatest possible 

proximity to us" (152). In order to understand its greatness, we must take the 

ideal of Nature and lower it to someth ing we can understand . Even the 

seemingly infallible Thoreau, according to Nancy Craig Simmons, "has been 

trapped by conventional allegorizing that returns [Nature] to its cultural role as 

the object [ ... ] and swallows its reality in the effort to figure the human quest 

for spirit" (227) . Heidegger, too, illustrates the temptation to allegorize. Nature, 

in Heidegger's view, "makes public something other than itself; it manifests 

something other; it is an allegory" (Heidegger 145). A most interesting reading 

shows Nature being allegorized as the city. It will become my premise that a 

union exists between Nature-as-experience and the City-as-experience. They 

both exist "in-experience" because Nature-in-itself is of questionable existence; 

we have been taught to see it, regardless of its reality. To use Oates's rhetorical 

question: "What else are we to do but glamorize and romanticize and generally 

exaggerate the significance of anything we focus the white heat of our 'creativity' 
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upon" (Against 71 )? Heidegger's logic takes up this charge by arguing , in 

Oates's favor, that being is inherently linked to creation . "Just as a work cannot 

be without being created , but is essentially in need of creators , so what is 

created cannot itself come into being without those who preserve it" (Heidegger 

191 ). 

Nature-as-experience can exist, then, because one can "hear it, smell it, 

sense it, there is something there , no mistake about it" (Oates, Against 68). And 

so Nature must exist as an individual experience: Nature-as-experience. We 

cannot ever accurately translate that experience to one who does not share an 

appreciation for the Nature experience because the language for that person has 

no meaning. What I mean to say is that the words we assign to Nature-as

experience have value only to those who also have a Nature-as-experience. For 

sure, the language is communicating an experience by the most effective means 

possible; the language, unfortunately, is severely limited by the necessary 

uniqueness of Nature-as-experience. The communication of this experience, 

then, becomes an art form. For Heidegger, this art "is not the reproduction of 

some particular entity that happens to be at hand at any given time; it is, on the 

contrary, the reproduction of things ' general essence" (162). It is the experience 

of this essence that we attempt to recreate with language and call Nature . No 
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matter the Nature-as-experience being grappled with, the language being used 

falls short of accurately describing Nature-as-experience. 

Adding another dynamic to the idea of Nature-as-experience is Camille 

Paglia 's brief discussion of nature at the beginning of Sexual Personae. This 

controversial , yet groundbreaking book identifies Nature as the beginning and 

society as an "artificial construction, a defense against nature's power" (1 ). 1 Like 

Oates, Paglia is here placing Nature above the human experience. Again , 

Nature is in control and our human reaction to it- our defense, our language- is 

nearly useless as a "construction" against its "power." Therefore, we are forced 

into finding a way to share our Nature-as-experience, on one level, as a survival 

tactic. This language, then , "distinguishes the human being as a human being" 

(Heidegger 397) and illustrates language's utilitarian value. 

Because language becomes a basic tool of society (we use it to 

comprehend the unknown, the "Other"), it is also regarded as inferior to humans 

because we "use" it. Language is inferior to Nature, then, based on the 

understood human inferiority to Nature: language is (at least) twice removed 

from Nature. And if we can agree with Oates that nature is "mute, [it] can 't talk 

back" (Oates, Against 71)- at least in regard to our own social language- then 

it becomes clear that our attempt to understand Nature (to "own" it) by reducing 

Nature to language - whose relationship to Nature is even farther removed than 
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our own- becomes a futile attempt at controlling the uncontrollable. In Paglia 's 

terms: "To name is to know; to know is to control " (Sexual Personae 5). 

Simmons also explains the issue by concluding that "naming is a way of 

knowing. What matters is the report. Without it, the experience might as well not 

have happened" (227). Wallace Stevens's poetry functions nicely within my 

project as that report, settling the discussion of Nature-as-experience so that the 

transformation can be made to the idea of City-as-experience. With this in mind , 

it becomes evident that language, while not necessarily trustworthy, is important 

to the Nature-as-experience idea because- for Paglia 's purposes- the 

experience must be described so that we might avoid future threats and -for 

Oates's purposes- we might experience a greater entity that "is mute" (Oates, 

Looking 159). 

Paglia resolves that such an effort to control Nature is impossible when 

"nature breaks its own rules whenever it wants. Science, " she declares, "cannot 

avert a single thunderbolt" (Sexual Personae 5). To Paglia , science becomes "a 

method of logical analysis of nature's operations" that serves to lessen "human 

anxiety about the cosmos" (Sexual Personae 5). And to use such an inferior tool 

as language, derived from social necessity rather than Nature, is an attempt at 

reducing Nature to something which refuses reduction because it consistently 

maintains control ; it does so by transcending language.2 Therefore, Nature-as-
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experience becomes a useful term (if there can be one) in describing the 

heightened sense of being nature-writers try to convey. 

This said, Oates's professed resistance to Nature-writing is 

understandable because it is an attempt to place limits on a limitless entity. As 

readers, once we understand the restrictions of composing prose (or poetry) in 

an attempt to translate Nature-as-experience, we can project our own Nature-as

experience into the author's language and understand her Nature-as-experience. 

Robert Kern, in a redefinition of ecocriticism, argues for a "new and broader 

understanding of language and perception as themselves natural processes, 

conditioned by the environmental matrix in which they emerge" (10). My analysis 

of language and its importance to Nature and the city is heavily informed by 

Kern 's conclusion. Language, while it may in fact proceed nature, may even 

dominate Nature, can not exist outside of the environmental matrix. For Oates's 

novel , the city shapes the language and births the experience. My argument sits 

well within ecocriticism because it attempts to realize that "all texts are literally 

and I or imaginatively situated in a place, and [ . .. authors ] inscribe within them 

a certain relation to their place" (Kern 1 0). For the fictions discussed herein, the 

author seems to have a burning desire to put that relationship into language. 

Oates, in her essay "Looking for Thoreau, " expands on her Nature-as

experience idea and considers the authors relationship to his text, a place and 
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space argument similar to Kern in that Thoreau discusses in his fiction a real 

place. Oates examines Thoreau through both Walden and his Journals. While 

she heralds him as one of America 's finest poets, Oates, in a sense, devalues 

this icon by insisting on his fiction : "If Henry David Thoreau is an emblematic 

[ . . . ] figure [ . . . ] it is partly because the 'Henry David Thoreau ' of Walden is so 

triumphant a literary creation - [ ... ] pieced together [ . .. ] by [ . .. ] labor out 

of the journal of many years" (Looking 157). She questions Thoreau 's Nature 

and decidedly insists that "it is doubtful that Nature is a single entity, a noun 

congenial to capitalization" (Looking 155). This take on Nature clearly supports 

her earlier notion of identifying the noun , Nature, as the annexed hyphenation , 

Nature-a s-ex peri en ce. 

Just as the Thoreau of Walden is a heightened, superior sense of 

Thoreau, so too is Nature-as-experience a heightened understanding of the 

lesser noun, Nature. This distinction becomes important in maintaining a critical 

outlook on Environmental studies and allows the critic a degree of necessary 

detachment vital in successful scholarship. It is possible to view Oates's 

distinction and distrust as a way of pointing out potential problems in some 

"popular" forms of ecocriticism. In a similar way, Nancy Craig Simmons agrees 

with Oates that Thoreau was engaging in the creation of Nature-as-experience 

by "reducing nature to an object [ . . . by] 'packaging ' Walden for publication" 
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(Simmons 225). 3 When she claims that the problem for the writer is "how to 

perceive nature [ . . . without] the 'writerly' mind programmed to translate 

sensations into human language" (223), Simmons is essentially approaching 

Nature-as-experience in a very Oatesian fashion; Nature-as-experience relies on 

the use of a tool (language) that does not easily lend itself to the task 

(understanding one's connection to Nature). 

Simmons looks at the idea of "empirical holism" as creating a 

transformation in Thoreau from the transcendental idea of "rational holism" to 

valuing "facts for their own sake, seeing nature not as a veil, but the reality itself, 

known only through experience" (Simmons 224 ). 4 Simmons, while not being 

aware of the connection , asserts that Thoreau suffers from the necessity of 

language because it is difficult to "resist the cultural traps set for the nature 

writer" (Simmons 228). Essentially Thoreau, while realizing the importance of 

conveying the message of Nature, is unable to do so- at least to the fullest 

extent- because language gets in the way. The experience Thoreau has at the 

pond belongs to Nature in that the heightened transcendental experience can 

only be understood by language if the reader has a similar Nature-as-experience 

to which she or he can compare the language. Again, the understanding of that 

language is not complete. Nature-as-experience cannot be fully communicated . 

It can only be translated in varying degrees of accuracy because of the paradox 
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presented by Kern. Language does seem to come from nature; its use and 

reality, however, suffer from the shape given to it by the human and constructed 

environment. The use of Nature-as-experience, then, allows Thoreau to fulfill his 

goal, as Simmons sees it, of "enabling nature, whose language is nonhuman, to 

speak in his texts" (223) and, at the same time, we realize the difficulty in such 

an attempt. "Thoreau could not be a 'transparent eyeball ' [because] his writing 

constantly betrayed the influence of human culture on his perceptions" (Simmons 

225) and hence cannot avoid the constraints placed on it by the matrix. 

Before leaving Thoreau, it is important to note that Oates identifies in 

Walden the attempt at controlling Nature. She cites the author: "Nature is hard 

to be overcome but she must be overcome" (qtd . in Oates, Looking 160). This 

recognition is important because, from it Oates concludes: "Nature is abruptly 

aligned with the feminine, the carnivorous, and the carnal; [ . . . ) one is 

nonetheless susceptible to temptations from the merely physical, or feminine" 

(Looking 160). Oates introduces Nature as the feminine and immediately 

identifies the negative side of (the feminine) Nature. Once again, we can return 

to Paglia to enrich the discussion. 

Paglia emphasizes the control held by Nature and resolves the 

reactionary aesthetic judgement by asserting that "what is pretty in nature is 

confined to the skin of the globe upon which we huddle. Scratch that skin , and 
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nature's daemonic ugliness will erupt" (Sexual Personae 5). Focusing her 

discussion in sex and sexuality, Paglia also identifies nature as female and 

asserts that sex is the "point of contact between man and nature, where morality 

and good intentions fall to primitive urges" (Sexual Personae 3). Paglia, too, 

equates nature with the female and the negative. 

This relationship between (female) Nature and -Paglia's word- "urges" 

or- Oates's word - "temptations" becomes clear. By recognizing both the 

inherent good and evil of Nature, Oates and Paglia identify the positive and 

negative aspects of the point of contact. For Paglia , the point of contact might 

be intercourse; for Oates it is language. The sex-act, itself, becomes Nature-as

experience and can be interpreted as the ideal (love) or the violent (rape). It is at 

this contact point that it is possible to reach a truly enlightened experience by 

coming to terms with both the pleasure and the terror of Nature. The language 

of the experience, for Paglia, is the interpretation of the Sexual Personae. 

Theoretical implications such as these become foundational in allowing the 

understanding of Nature-as-experience to be transformed into City-as-

experience. 

The city of Detroit, in Joyce Carol Oates's novel them, clearly exists as a 

ma1or inf\uence on the human characters in the text. With her use of the city, 

Oates captures "the spirit of living in America rather than using America as a 
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backdrop" (Waller 126); which is to say that the city becomes a character and not 

a setting. It is that with which all of the characters must engage and becomes 

arguably the most influential character of the novel. Regardless of the approach 

one takes to Modernism, the impact of the city within the movement is of 

unquestionable importance. Therefore, Oates's treatment of Detroit becomes 

significant in the study of the novel as a Modernist text, as well. Historically, 

writes Laurence Goldstein, "the city of Detroit was beginning to assume a 

unique identity that would increasingly challenge the imagination of modern 

writers" (269). Oates rises to this challenge and creates a narrative that is 

equally dependent on both the characters and the city scape as the characters 

"embody the dynamism and the desolation of their urban environment" 

(Goldstein 282). 

Many critics point out the significance of the city within the text. According 

to James R. Giles, who discusses its importance within the novel , "esthetic 

tension [ . . . ] results when [Oates] naturalistically documents a brutal 

environment while simultaneously describing doomed, romantic attempts to 

escape that environment" (217). Greg Johnson, in the Introduction to the novel, 

claims that "Jules may be seen as the human embodiment of Detroit and thus of 

the contradictory spirit of America : its admirable energy and optimism, its false 

values and violent power struggles" (xv).5 Noted Oates scholar Brenda Daly 
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draws another indirect connection between Oates and the environment of the 

text by citing the similarities between Oates and Bakhtin: both authors "see 

society's central nervous system: a social body analogous to the individual body" 

(Central Nervous System 176). This claim , while seemingly limited in 

interpretation to the significance of the characters, can easily be expanded to an 

understanding of the city as "society's central nervous system" with the city-as

social-body being analogous to the character-as-individual-body. The text, then, 

according to G. F. Waller, becomes "an excellent test case for the increasingly 

fashionable phenomenological emphasis on text-as-experience" (9) where the 

experience of living in Detroit becomes inseparable from the characters who 

inhabit the city. "The city is always an imposing force for the literary naturalist: 

but Oates has revised the genre to conform to mid-century America" (Bender 

41 ). 

At its best, Nature-as-experience is a way to explain the cliched 

Thoreauvian experience in nature. At its worst, Nature-as-experience dismisses 

the telling of that experience. Oates, while warning against the "limited set of 

responses" (Against 226) being presented in nature writings, seems to be saying 

that such material is still valuable if only because it is somewhat achievable. She 

solidifies this argument by referencing Stevens's poetry in "Against Nature." And 

she surely values Thoreau 's attempt at relaying Nature-as-experience to his 
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reader in a similar way. Oates obviously includes herself when she declares that 

Nature "pleases us because it mirrors our souls" (Against 71 ). 

Kristin Bryant unknowingly identifies in Oates's fiction the novelist's idea 

of Nature-as-experience. Bryant identifies the strong allusion to Wordsworth 's 

"Tintern Abby" - Tintern Falls is the name of the estate in Oates's novel I Lock 

the Door Upon Myself- and the subsequent connection to the "earthy, natural , 

solitary, and passionate" (Bryant 61) themes evident in Wordsworth 's poem. 

For support, Bryant discusses the heroine's rejection of the world and the 

authority it represents in order to "immerse herself in nature [ ... and] plunge 

into her natural surroundings" (62) . In her attempt at escaping to nature, the 

main character is creating the Nature-as-experience connection by, as Bryant 

states, completing "her immersion in nature, a development of Wordsworth 's 

premise that Nature has the power to create the individual and that by tapping 

into the natural design , we find ourselves" (62-3) . Expanding on this logical 

conclusion of the article, it is clear that Oates's fiction succeeds in the Nature-as

experience idea by mirroring the heroine's soul. 

In her essay, "Imaginary Cities: America," Oates considers the existence 

of "Nature as the timeless though hardly exact counterpart of the City" (11 ). Her 

discussion maintains a focus on the City-as-environment when being examined 

in the works of Saul Bellow, Anzia Yezierska , Donald Barthelme, Stephen Crane, 
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and Theodore Dreiser. Oates holds the city to a magnifying glass and examines 

it for how it nurtures (human) nature. She considers the cities presented within 

the various texts of these authors as anything from "a kind of hell - yet the only 

possible place for the liberation of a certain kind of independent and courageous 

[person]" (Imaginary 17), to one "retain[ing] its aura of the sacred: it sometimes 

seems a place of godliness" (Imaginary 18). Oates recognizes that the city is "a 

multitude of voices" (Imaginary 19) and she contends that "no paper can do it 

justice" (Imaginary 29). 

"Visions of Detroit, " a short expository piece by Oates , discusses the 

influence Detroit had on the fiction she composed while living there. She begins 

by describing this environment: "Hazy skylines. Chemical-red sunsets. A gritty 

taste to the air" (Visions 346). Pertinent to the discussion is her return to her 

idea of Nature-as-experience. "Why the desire to transcribe the physical world 

into the metaphorical?- into language?" (Oates, Visions 349). Oates again 

visits the city-as-environment and relates it to Nature-as-experience by 

recogn izing that "much of [her] writing [ . .. ] centers upon or has been 

emotionally inspired by Detroit and its suburbs" (Oates, Visions 348). Oates 

maintains her Nature-as-experience stance when she identifies nature as "an 

invention of civilization" (Visions 30) She concludes: "The City cannot be 

comprehended , but [ ... it] can be translated into language" (Visions 30). Here, 
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Oates sets up the forthcoming interchange of Nature and City-as-experience. 

Before understanding the transformation , however, Oates's bold references to 

Wallace Stevens in "Against Nature" will show the foundation (Nature-as

experience) and further assert her Nature-as-experience claim. Once the basic 

ideas of Nature-as-experience are substantiated with Stevens, an application 

and analysis of them will show Nature-as-experience masquerading in the novel 

as its counterpart, City-as-experience. 

Within the novel , Oates is clearly operating from- but not completely 

within- the naturalist tradition. Robert Thomas McPhillips convincingly argues 

that "Oates opens out the conventions of naturalism into the possibilities of post

modernism" (5). His argument, however, forgets to make an effective "critical 

stop" within Modernism. He nods to the movement by stating that "Oates 

contrasts [naturalism] with 'the dissociated modern voice' characteristic of [ . .. ] 

modernist and post-modernist novels" (7), but essentially misses the core ideas 

of Modernism when he jumps from his examples of naturalism to his 

psychoanalytic deconstruction of the text.6 Clearly, Oates is doing something 

post-Naturalistic; theoretically, we understand this immediate time period to be 

Modernism. 

This leap from her employment of Naturalism to many critics ' post-modern 

analysis can be reconciled , then , by allowing the text to sit as a late Modernist 
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piece dependent on Oates's own idea of Nature-as-experience as applied to the 

relationship between the characters and the city. Because Naturalism lays much 

of the groundwork for Modernism, Oates's reliance on the form- indicated, in 

part, with a Modernist tendency toward "writing about the economically 

oppressed" (Giles 215)- is clearly indicated in her Author's Note (Bevilacqua 

127). Them becomes interesting and resists being a pure Naturalistic text, 

however, because of Detroit's importance to the narrative and the positioning of 

the novel's time period within the years leading up to the riots of 1967. 

A solid understanding of Oates's Nature-as-experience philosophy is 

imperative for such a study. We must fully understand Nature-as-experience in 

order to develop the more sophisticated and logically derived understanding of 

the City-as-experience. By considering various understandings of Nature, we 

can see Oates as having defined a specific difficulty in the idea of Nature. By 

looking at Oates's fiction and Stevens's poetry, I hope to show how the 

explication of such an idea as Nature-as-experience can allow Nature to have its 

rightful place above language and above our humanness, while the idea of City

as-experience exists as a Nature environment. Predictably, "within the 

naturalistic universe of them, the 'language' available to men or women is 

limited" (McPhillips 30). By examining the experiences depicted in Stevens's 

poetry and by applying these principles to the text and characters -- particularly 
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Maureen-- in them, a similar understanding exists for the City-as-experience; the 

end result being that Nature loses its place as a noun and becomes a more 

accurate representation of the experience: Nature-as-experience. 
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Chapter 1: 
Nature-in-Itself with Action : 

The Contact Zone 

"What worries Wallace Stevens is that Nature, his fat girl, his terrestrial , his summer, 
his night might be a bimbo or a bitch." 

-Gyorgyi Voros 

"Detroit is ( . .. 1 a condensation of certain significant tendencies in modern America , 
being a place where the disorders of ( ... 1 society- poverty, racial tension , and inadequate 

education, organized crime and casual violence , ( .. . 1 the decay of the central city , the erosion of 
any sense of community, the spread of filth , ( . .. 1- have come to a climax ." 

-Winfred Farrant Bevilacqua 

At this point we can see why Oates- and , indeed, Stevens- creates a 

distinction between Nature-as-experience and Nature-in-itself. In Oates's novel, 

the heart of Detroit is conflict. With such a realization, experience becomes the 

only way to express Nature. Nature-in-itself is actually an experience defined by 

conflicting images, ideas, instincts, and outcomes that occur in instances where 

the subject and object meet. This distinction and union is nicely illustrated in 

Stevens's poem "Not Ideas about the Thing but the Thing Itself. " What we see 

happening is the poet trying to distinguish the essence of the thing. To Stevens it 

is the thing-in-itself; to Oates that same essence is the thing-as-experience . 

At the earliest ending of winter, 
In March, a scrawny cry from outside 
Seemed like a sound in his mind. 
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He knew that he heard it, 
A bird's cry, at daylight or before , 
In the early March wind. 

The sun was rising at six, 
No longer a battered panache above snow ... 
It would have been outside. 

It was not from the vast ventriloquism 
Of sleep's faded papier-mache . . . 
The sun was coming from outside. 

That scrawny cry - It was 
A chorister whose c preceded the choir. 
It was part of the colossal sun , 

Surrounded by its choral rings, 
Still far away. It was like 
A new knowledge of reality. (451-2) 

Robert Harrison points out that one cannot "understand any of Stevens's 

poems adequately without first coming to terms with the idea of nature 

embedded within them" (661 ). Here, Stevens is taking the thing, Nature, and 

trying to convey its essence. Harrison, arguing that the poem is "Stevens's most 

Thoreauvian poem, " shows the poem placing us "at the heart of the 

inconceivable priority of nature" (Harrison 667). At this point of experience, "the 

earliest ending of winter I [ .. . the] scrawny cry [ . .. ]" which occurs "at daylight 

or before, I In the early march wind" is transformed into "a chorister, " the 

"colossal sun ," and "a new knowledge of reality." These opposite images 

present polar ideas that invoke both extremes in our thinking of Nature and it 
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forces us to view a new and enlightened outcome to the Nature-as-experience. 

In this way, Stevens presents the reader with a poem that reflects on an 

experience that attempts to communicate the essence of the contact point. 

What we have is an exercise in Otherness. Stevens presents Nature as the 

human Other and then explores the Other that exists within Nature, questioning 

realities all the while. Gyorgyi Voros supports this idea when she argues that 

"the term reality, while accommodating human imagination as itself a product of 

Nature, specifically emphasizes the reality of physical Nature as nonhuman 

Other; [ . . . ] in this context the primary goal of the imagination is to meet the 

very human need to acknowledge, meet and honor nonhuman Nature" (11 ). If 

we then look to Harrison 's conclusion that "nature in Stevens's corpus means 

the inconceivable birth of the idea , or the awakening of mind and phenomenon of 

one another" (666), the imagination 's need to acknowledge Nature and the 

necessary awakening of the mind to Nature combine to provide an explanation 

and communicate the Natural Other. "At the earliest ending of winter" and "at 

daylight or before" are the actual points of contact where Stevens sees the 

experience of Nature's essence to be so strong that it must be communicated. It 

is only then that a bird 's "scrawny cry" can become a sound so brilliant as to be 

"part of the colossal sun" and allow one to experience Nature so purely as to 
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experience the essence of "a new knowledge of reality. " Here, Stevens truly 

knows the thing ness of the thing . 

In fact, both Stevens and Oates are discussing the thing ness of the thing. 

While Oates maintains that the essence of Nature is held within one's experience 

of it, Stevens limns the essence of the thing and identifies the experience at the 

heart of Nature's essence. "The idea is to be perceived, not conceived" 

(Harrison 662). There exists the materials: a bird, the wind, the sun , and snow

but these materials are not the stuff of Stevens's poem. Stevens wants the 

"thingly element [that] is manifestly the matter of which it consists . Matter is the 

substrate and field for the artist's formative action" (Heidegger 152). What 

Stevens is looking for in "Not Ideas about the Thing but the Thing Itself' is 

Oates's thrumming life force: Nature-as-experience. The materials, then, 

become the contact point for the experience. "The 'real' [ ... ] will come forth 

from its crude compoundings [ . .. ] when the mind becomes nothing but the 

invisible receptor or register of what is there, in itself' (Harrison 664 ). The "real ," 

(the experience) can be discovered only by coming into a communion of sorts 

with the elements of the real. By utilizing this contact point, we see how Stevens 

"sought to write a new Nature poetry that answered to [ . .. ] a sense of the 

immediacy and profound presence of earth itself, rock-bottom foundation of 

human thought and experience" (Voros 6). 
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The contact point, then, is where we find Nature-as-experience. For 

Oates, the tangible real defines the "real" experience because "the '1,' which 

doesn't exist, is everything" (Oates, Against 75). 7 To a certain extent, Paglia is 

correct in her assumption that "women are not in control of their bodies; nature 

is " (Vamps 30), if only by the mere fact that women (and men) have urges that 

are controlled by Nature. In the city, however, women find themselves unable to 

clearly identify with nature. They must look elsewhere for an identity. "The 

socialization of women renders them less dependent on duality and opposition; 

instead of setting nature against the city, they find nature in the city" (Wilson 8). 

When a woman begins looking to the city as nature, she is "forced to define 

herself against this male discourse, often experienced directly, as it is by 

Maureen [ . . . ], which would reduce female signification to the realm of the 

'machine' of the body" (McPhillips 177 -78). By equating Maureen's behavior with 

a type of mechanization, McPhillips points to another level of detached behavior 

from our heroine. Because the Modern city was absorbed in the industrial 

machine from its beginnings, a morphing of traits with other participants or 

characters within this "natural" system occurs. By removing herself from the 

purity of the experience, Maureen reproduces the function of the machine and 

further detaches herself from her own Nature-as-experience thereby connecting 

more closely to the City-as-experience. This mechanization illustrates 
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Maureen's necessary detachment from the city/Nature-as-experience and plots 

her against Nature. 

In realizing the city as "an artefact [sic], a work of art," Elizabeth Wilson 

argues that it is "created by the human mind and imagination, and contains many 

layers of meaning. Yet paradoxically (because the city is always contrasted with 

'nature') it also appears as a natural phenomenon" (10). It is this natural 

phenomenon that comes to bear on Maureen's life. When Wilson explores the 

positioning of women within the Modern city, she seems to be speaking directly 

to Maureen's experience in Detroit. Wilson, declaring that "the city- as 

experience, environment, concept- is constructed by means of multiple 

contrasts: natural, unnatural; monolithic, fragmented; secret, public; pitiless, 

enveloping; rich, poor; sublime, beautiful" (8), lists the evident contrasts in 

Maureen's city life. She also employs Oates's notion of Nature-as-experience. 

The experience of the city's juxtapositions is where the city lives within the text. 

In Maureen's life, each of Wilson's dichotomies leads to the next. The 

character's natural engaging in sex leads to unnatural relationships; this newly 

fragmented existence eventually leads her back to a (questionably) stable life. In 

both instances Maureen exists in conflicting public and private worlds where she 

both embraces and sh.ows no mercy toward her environment. These lives, then, 

become both rich and devastating experiences where the sublime and the 
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beautiful exist. All of these realities become Maureen's way of understanding 

her life in the city; Nature-as-experience becomes City-as-experience. 

Seeing money as a means of escaping her pathetic life, Maureen looks 

toward men, the people who possess money, to fulfil her goal. 

He pressed himself against her. [ ... ] He was kissing her mouth. 
[ ... ] So close together, they could not see each other now. [ ... ] 
In five minutes it was over. [ ... ] Between her legs where he's 
pushed himself, there was a burning rawness that seemed to be 
part of another person [ ... ]. She understood that he would give 
her money. He was anxious to give her money. But it would take a 
certain passage of time, a few minutes, several minutes . .. but he 
would give her money. That fact kept her from breaking into 
pieces. (206-07) 

Within this passage of time, Maureen detaches herself from the natural 

and necessary act of intercourse in order to "use" men. Understanding that men 

are the controllers of money in the city, Maureen "undergoes the experience [of 

prostitution] sustained by the thought of money" (Singh 14 ). As another female 

character points out, "the money to be had, these 'rich guys' flinging it around 

'like cum'" (244 ), shows the direct connection of money to men and sexuality. 

Sex is the means to the end . "Prostitution is a [ ... ] dream-like activity, an 

escape which splits mind from body and ends in hard, tangible cash" (Pinsker 

42). 

If, in fact, "the flaneur was a detached obseNer" (Wilson 54), then surely 

Maureen becomes just that by sexually detaching from herself and , in turn, the 
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city. According to Wilson, then, "the prostitute could be said to be the female 

flaneur' (55). Maureen's experience with sex gives life to Modernist Detroit 

because the heroine detaches from her consciousness and observes herself and 

the men with whom she fornicates. By detaching herself from her own 

consciousness, Maureen becomes passive, allowing the consciousness of men 

to dominate the relationship. Because the "sophisticated urban consciousness 

[ . .. ] was an essentially male consciousness" (Wilson 5), these men come to 

represent the city; they are a product of Detroit, as is Maureen. 'The very 

possibility of the idea of the city implies its contrast to nature, rural life or the 

wilderness. The city cannot exist without its opposite. And mapped in to the 

opposition of city and country, culture and nature, is male and female : man is 

culture and woman is the earth" (Wilson 17). And with Nature being historically 

female, the city comes to represent the antithesis of Nature (the masculine). 

Within the heart of the city, wilderness and industrialism clash . Wilson defines 

this contact point as "male and female 'principles' [at] war with each other" (7) .8 

Maureen's secret life of prostitution causes tension and abuse in her 

public family life. As she begins to realize how men control (city) life, Maureen's 

downward spiral begins. The character is struck with how "everything had to do 

with him, with that man [her stepfather, Furlong], and nothing had to do with 

Maureen herself' (199). Realizing her insignificance sends Maureen into 
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declining academic success as her frequent trips to the library become a cover 

for her various liaisons. Maureen's grades suffer: "She had always gotten A's 

and B's, but now she slid down to D and could honestly not understand why" 

(200-01 ). Her secret stash of money, hidden in a book of poetry, represents a 

marriage of two unrelated events and illustrates part of the montage of Modern 

life. Here the "modernist belief that art is the highest activity" (Lehan 80), 

represented by the poems, collages with arguably the lowest activity, prostitution, 

and creates a union, an experience, that could only first be found in the Modern 

city. The book and its contents are discovered by Furlong after he sees her drive 

off with one of her suitors. On her way home, Maureen stubbornly ignores her 

sister's early warning of Furlong's proximate wrath and proudly walks into the 

family 's apartment. 

He came toward her and seized her by the neck and 
dragged her into the room. He was shouting something she 
couldn't catch . She heard the words but they were so close to her, 
battering her, that she could not make them out. With his free hand 
he began striking her. He held her up so that she couldn 't fall and 
struck her, again and again, while she tried to get away, to fall 
backward , away from his hand . She screamed . He began to strike 
her body. He let go of her and she fell. She put her arms up over 
her head and screamed against the floor, the linoleum floor, while 
he bent over to pound her flat on the back with his fists. (226) 

Furlong 's rage against her "prostitution" sends Maureen into a sort of 

coma . "Maureen's [sexuality] results in her literal loss of speech for over a year" 

(McPhillips 115). At this point, Maureen is forced into contact with the dueling 
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polarities of Nature. Confronted by the warring male and female distinctions of 

Nature, Maureen is made to respond to her City-as-experience. She is punished 

for her sexual behavior and responds by disengaging, not strictly from sex, but 

from life. Our fiEmeur is again looking to detatch from the city but is instead 

forced into a position from which she cannot immediately and coaly detatch. She 

is experiencing, however mechanically and with much reticence, the war at the 

center of the city. She cannot ignore this war completely because she is one of 

the two major players. Maureen's loss of language is both an example of and an 

attempt at detaching herself from Oates's Nature-as-experience. 
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Chapter 2: 
Language and Nature: 

Word Stock and Wilderness 

"Language is not poetry because it is the primal poesy; rather, poesy propriates in 
language because language preserves the original essence of poetry ." 

-Martin Heidegger 

Oates must efficiently use language to effectively relay the Nature-as-

experience found in the novel 's city. The medium is important to the Nature-as-

experience idea because it is our most effective, artful, and efficient way of 

communicating the experience. If, "while making love, Jules's perceptions shift 

from a sense of formlessness accompanied by a loss of language of images of 

spatial unity- in which their lovemaking achieves the 'objectivity' and 

'permanence' of the plastic arts - and then back again to a kind of detachment 

from the experience which is expressed through a sense of verbal play" 

(McPhillips 75), then clearly language cannot completely describe Nature-as-

experience. 

The creation of the text and the experience that inspires it are so closely 

linked that an understanding of the experience relies deeply on its construction 

as text. "The artist is the origin of the work. The work is the origin of the artist. 

Neither is without the other. Nevertheless, neither is the sole support of the 
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other" (Heidegger 143). Here, Heidegger could be supporting Oates's 

conclusion that the blueness of the sky is "a mere optical illusion [ . .. ] no matter 

what art has urged you to believe" (Against 69). In order to understand an 

experience that involves the sky's blueness, however, we must create it as such. 

"Our aim is to come to know the thing-being (thingness) of the thing. The point is 

to discover the thingly character of the thing" (Heidegger 146).9 Oates here 

echoes Heidegger by declaring that Nature (the thing) should never be 

considered "in-itself' but always "as-experience" (71 ). For Oates, the 'thingness' 

of Nature is the experience of its life force . Staying with the Heideggerian 

connection: Nature "is formed matter. This interpretation appeals to the 

immediate view with which the thing solicits us by its outward appearance 

(eidos)" (Heidegger 152). Perhaps a more concrete term for such a distinction is 

Wilderness, the term Wallace Stevens uses in a poem cited in Oates's "Against 

Nature." 

By recalling a Stevens poem in the essay, Oates insists upon a necessary 

distinction between Wilderness and Nature. "I'd become the jar in Tennessee," 

realizes the author while she endures an attack of tachycardia. During the 

attack, Oates sees herself as "a fictitious center, or parenthesis , aware beyond 

my erratic heartbeat of the numberless heartbeats of the earth" (Against 67). 
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Oates's invocation of the jar in Tennessee references Stevens's poem 

"Anecdote of the Jar:" 

I placed a jar in Tennessee, 
And round it was, upon a hill. 
It made the slovenly wilderness 
Surround that hill. 

The wilderness rose up to it, 
And sprawled around, no longer wild . 
The Jar was round upon the ground 
And tall and of a port in air. 

It took dominion everywhere. 
The jar was gray and bare. 
It did not give of bird or bush, 
Like nothing else in Tennessee. (60-61) 

While Oates's theory relies on Nature's direct reference to the intangible 

. world, Nature-as-experience, surely she realizes the implications of referencing a 

Stevens poem that employs a particularly different term, wilderness. The poem 

works nicely as an example of Nature-as-experience, in this instance, because of 

the way its metaphor closely mirrors the discussion of Oates's Detroit: "instead of 

man-as-jar, jar-as-man" (Mitchell 704 ). This dualistic reading illustrates the jar's 

inherent connection to both the city and humankind . Because humans are 

Natural entities, the jar is therefore connected to Nature, as well. Understanding 

this , we can see a sign.ificant relationship developing between the City and 

Nature with the Jar acting as intercessory. 
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The jar, paralleling the city, is very much a manmade and Modern object 

causing a "disturbance" in the naturally occurring wilderness. The jar, which 

"dominates the scene and shapes it in its own image" (Merivale 530), attempts to 

create order within wilderness, forcing the wild environment out of its occupation 

of the land and causing the "slovenly wilderness [to] I Surround that hill."10 

According to John William Corrington , " the jar is inserted into a natural scene in 

such a way as to force , apparently, a species of order upon it, to constrict nature 

into a contextual role simply by the jar's presence" (57). The wilderness is forced 

to surrender and becomes "no longer wild ." It is exiled to a location around but 

not inside the jar. The jar, then , exists as a "port in air." The jar verily performs a 

task quintessential to the Modern city; it stands "apart from and above the world 

[ ... and becomes] a gateway or 'port' into another mode of existence" (Mitchell 

705). In the final stanza , Stevens's "gray and bare" jar, when metaphorically 

considered as the city, resonates closely with Lehan's conclusion stating that the 

"modernist narrator finds the center becoming more complex and opaque" (70). 

While the Stevens/Gates connection could be oversimplified and looked 

at as a one-to-one correlation Uar =city; Wilderness= Nature), such an attempt 

would be shortsighted . Within the city, the idea of the Jar becomes inverted . 

Parks and green spaces exist within the wilderness of the city as an opaque, 

calm center looking out into the "wilderness" of the city. Gardens and parks were 
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incorporated by city planners as a means of replacing "the 'evil city' with more 

civilised [sic] conditions" (Wilson 68). Making such a statement implies that the 

"evil wilderness" that must be conquered is, in fact, the man-made city. 

Therefore, within the city-as-environment, the "slovenly wilderness" surrounds a 

Jar that might otherwise be considered the "Natural" wilderness. 

Both Oates and Stevens are very aware of the effect language has on 

interpretation of their texts . Because we must "take works as they are 

encountered by those who experience and enjoy them" (Heidegger 145), the 

effective relation of the experience is dependent on the author's successful use 

of language and metaphor. Stevens argues that "Resemblance in metaphor is 

an activity of the imagination; and in metaphor the imagination is life" (687). This 

implication places the burden of metaphor and communication on the 

communicator or poet. Oates and Stevens are aware of this problem and have 

decisive reasons for selecting their respective designation: Nature(-as

experience) and Wilderness. While casual conversation does not rely on an 

understanding of the two terms' idiosyncracies, Oates and Stevens most 

definitely recognize the etymological differences found in the distinctions of each 

expression . 

Nature suits Oates's purposes more fully because of its identity with the 

"essential qualities or properties of a thing. "11 This primary definition is supported 
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by various OED citations identifying the term's elusiveness: "the inherent 

dominating power or impulse" and "the creative and regulative physical power 

which is conceived of as operating in the material world. " Oates is surely aware, 

as well, of the entry that may have served as her essay's namesake: "against 

Nature, contrary to what Nature prompts." This definition creates a similar lack 

of clarity in the senses of Nature that Oates creates in her essay. 

Alternately, Stevens chooses to have his jar command a "slovenly 

wilderness" (60). From its origin, Wilderness has designated tangible aspects of 

the physical world. "Wild or uncultivated land" exists as the term's primary 

definition , deviating only once from the chaotic implication of the term. 

Wilderness can be "a large garden or park, planted with trees, and laid out in an 

ornamental or fantastic style ." This is the sole definition allowing the idea of 

order to enter into the understanding of Wilderness. The definition does not 

present a problem because it is still showing the word working toward the more 

"fantastic" and abandoned aspects of the term and can be resolved by 

considering the inversion of the Jar within the city. 

The reliance on such distinctions allows Oates's essay to show the 

intricate relationship between the thing-in-itself, the thing-as-experience, and the 

thing-as-artwork. Heidegger concludes that "the thingly element is so 

irremovably present in the artwork that we are compelled rather to say 
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conversely that the architectural work is in stone, the carving is in wood, the 

painting in color, the linguistic work in speech , the musical composition in sound" 

(145). Oates may wish to conclude that Nature is in the wilderness of language. 

Oates and Stevens support each other critically, as well. "For Oates, of 

course, the problem of language is primary" (Daly, Central Nervous System 176). 

Her "problem" is with language's inability to accurately relay Nature-as

experience. According to Voros, Stevens also understands "that the 

manipulation of language is itself a manipulation of Nature" (17). This 

understanding of manipulation implies that our subjective experience controls 

how one views Nature: Oates's conclusion , indeed. Stevens's jar, clearly a 

manmade interruption to the wilderness, "took dominion everywhere" as it 

commands "the slovenly wilderness I [to] Surround that hill. " Here, the 

wilderness is being manipulated by the jar while the entire scene is being 

manipulated for the reader by language. Metaphorically, the jar could be 

anything manmade. If we can agree on the manmade aspect of it, even 

language could have a metaphorical relationship to the jar. "Language, like 

Nature, is prior to the individual use of it; as such it is (as Stevens recognized) 

itself a natural force and a process within which the individual dwells and comes 

into expression" (Voros 12). 
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This conclusion seemingly questions my earlier assertions as to 

language's significance with Nature-as-experience. I have concluded that 

language is inferior to both humanity and Nature. If language is a natural force, 

it submits to (greater) Nature. If language is prior to its use, language becomes 

a construction based on necessity. This idea does not support the "language as 

social construct" assertion. Regardless of this detail , my original idea may still 

stand and can be seen to support language as less than human. Language is a 

natural construction used by another natural being. Its position below 

humanness is so slight that Voros can conclude: "Human culture thrives in 

language and is in many respects synonymous with language" (13). Heidegger 

supports this when he claims: "Man acts as though he were the shaper and 

master of language, while in fact language remains the master of man" (348). 

think Heidegger again supports the conclusions of Nature-as-experience: man 

acts as though he were the shaper of language (the teller of the experience) 

when in fact language remains the master of man (it dictates the perception of 

the experience). Essentially, the use of the tool limits the creation and forces it 

to take a shape dictated by the tool, the shaper, the container, the Jar. 

Heidegger surmises that this conclusion "straightway testifies to the fact that 

language itself has woven us into its speaking" (398). 
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Because Oates's project depends on a very subjective experience in 

Nature, we need to more completely understand the function of language within 

the translation of that experience. In an interview, the author declares: "the 

subjectivity that is the essence of the human is also the mystery that divides us 

irrevocably from one another" (Reflections 4 ). It is, of course, language that 

allows us to communicate the profoundly subjective. Decurtis illustrates this 

within Oates's work: "[Oates] stringently resists literary explanations and 

interpretations for the events in her novel, striving instead to have her readers 

experience the unfolding action as immediately as her characters themselves do, 

without the mitigation an overt, overriding aesthetic vision would supply" (121 ). 

His argument insists on the importance of the original subjective experience. 

Being himself a master of language, Decurtis argues that Oates succeeds in 

relaying the experience. 

Voros also suggests the possibility of success with language when she 

argues that, for Stevens, "the desired moment when world and language finally 

meet is depicted as a moment of high inflation in the imagination 's spiritual 

economy" (120). Stevens himself claims that "what the eye beholds may be the 

text of life. It is, nevertheless, a text that we do not write. The eye does not 

beget in resemblance. It sees" (689). Of course this idea applies to other 

senses, as well, and shows the importance of the subject's experience of the 
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thing. Even Wallace Stevens begins to understand "the limits of language when 

faced with Nature in its less diluted forms" (Voros 49). We are forced , in these 

instances, to rely on the reader's ability to relate, at some level , to the language 

being used and create a connection to their own Nature-as-experience. 

Heidegger argues this point with the idea of projective saying. 

Here, the communicator is relying on a foregrounding within the listener's 

mind of what cannot be translated into language but might be recalled by the 

proximate recognition provided by language. "Projective saying is saying which , 

in preparing the sayable, simultaneously brings the unsayable as such into a 

world . In such saying, the concepts of a historical people's essence, i.e., of its 

belonging to world history, are preformed for that people" (Heidegger 199). 

Essentially, all language calls into memory a collective experience, or set of 

experiences, provided by Nature. This understanding comes to bear on 

Stevens's poetry, then , because, "in Stevens's poems, Nature never 'speaks' in 

anything akin to human language" (Voros 33). In fact, in the poem "Anecdote of 

the Jar," Wilderness has no language. It is not even Wilderness that is 

attempting to be communicated . The experience of placing a jar in Tennessee 

and the reaction of Wilderness to that jar is the object of the narrator's quest. 

The subjective experience of this intruder within the wilderness becomes the 

main focus of beauty for language or metaphor. "In short, metaphor has its 
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aspect of the ideal" (Stevens 693). It is the author's reliance on this convention 

that allows prose to become Art in its ideal purpose. "Art provides an opportunity 

for communication between the consciousness of the writer and the reader" 

(Creighton 8). Again looking to Heidegger for support, we see that "in fine art the 

art itself is not beautiful , but is called so because it produces the beautiful" (162). 

Therefore, we see the insistence of the author to recreate an experience within 

the memory of the reader in order to communicate the art, Nature-as-experience . 

. Interestingly, "language is a function ot the 'ler'1 cansc\ausness \\\a\ 

isolates the human in the first place" (Voros 76). Of course, Heidegger argues 

that "preserving the work does not reduce people to their private experiences, 

but brings them into affiliation with the truth happening in the work" (193). 

However, if the truth of the work is grounded in maintaining a 'private 

experience,' the work is not a reduction at all . Instead it points to a more 

transcendental ideal that insists on Nature being "the '/,' which doesn't exist" 

(Against 75) and reflects Heidegger's idea of a "historical people's essence." For 

Oates, Nature is in control. It is the '1. ' When we look for it, however, we cannot 

find it: it does not exist in a concrete form. This may be one reason why "Oates 

favors the word , not the flesh . The word keeps order, breaks the character away 

from the body, which houses messy, emotional , instinctual sexuality" (Coker 

104 ). Again , language is the Jar that holds Nature's essence and allows 
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communication of, and experience in, Oates's "1." Coker's point that sexuality 

makes the word "messy" is a core element in understanding Nature. 

Clearly, I agree with Coker: "it is all too easy, building upon 

[deconstruction] theories , to relegate the female to a position outside of, or 

submissive to, language, a particularly noxious construction if language is seen 

as phallocentric" (25). "Sex [ ... ] is animality and artifice, a dynamic interplay of 

Nature and culture . To study it, one must weigh the testimony of art and draw on 

all the scholarly resources of the social and natural sciences" (Paglia Vamps 19). 

Indeed, the language and experience of Maureen proves not only to be a place 

of pure (and hostile) experience, but it also allows a place for the destruction of 

outdated gender conventions to be exploded and realigned in a much more 

ambiguous and appropriate space. And contrary to traditional interpretations of 

the text, the female character carries this burden . 

Maureen's decision to enter the apartment is a decision to confront the 

city. This behavior pits the masculine city against the "masculine" city; Furlong 

defends the (masculine) city; Maureen defends the "Sphinx in the city" (Wilson 

9) .12 This confrontation becomes attractive to Maureen because it is an 

experience with the Nature of the city that will assert, win or lose, her place 

within the system. In an interview, Oates states the following : "[ ... ]evil is not 

always repellant but frequently attractive; that it has the power to make of us not 
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simply victims, as Nature and accident do, but active accomplices" (Reflections 

3). This "attractive evil " allows Maureen to examine, in a way similar to that of 

Lehan, the controlling power of the city: "We have moved in the twentieth century 

from apocalypse to entropy" (123). Lehan continues that entropy can explain 

"that loss of energy" in a city. 13 It is the reduction of energy in a Modern city that 

contributes to the end of that city's Modernism .. This eruption between the 

Sphinx and the man contributes to the destruction of the city because it asserts 

the Sphynx's identity and rejects the identity of the man and exploits the city's 

energy. In essence, the violent confrontation , the City-as-experience forced 

upon Maureen when she enters the apartment, contributes to the city's shifting 

definition and power. Maureen 's beating by Furlong, then , becomes a City-as

experience that attempts to transform one's understanding of Nature. 

We see Maureen's (decided) loss of speech as a victory in the experience 

because she does not immediately attempt to reduce the experience in 

language. Whether Maureen was impaired by Furlong 's beating or consciously 

choosing not to speak is irrelevant to this conclusion because she experiences 

the violence completely and does not submit to the demands of the masculine 

city/culture; she does not use his language. "The language of that culture was 

masculine. The authority and power of that language could therefore be 

expressed by these men both through sexual domination [ . .. ] and violence" 
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(McPhillips 80).14 Maureen confronts the masculine and meets it on a more 

severe level and with a more powerful tool: nonverbal experience . 

Furlong, who is sent to prison, used language as a tool throughout the 

experience- "He was shouting something she couldn 't catch" (226)- while 

Maureen approaches the experience somewhat coolly and, as per the text, only 

screams; there is no indication of her using constructed language. In this 

heightened violence of City-as-experience, and by rejecting language during the 

experience and refusing to use language to define the conflict, Maureen 

successfully asserts herself within the discourse of the city. 
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Chapter 3: 
The (non) Wilderness of Detroit 

"Detroit. Those streets. Those skies. Years . Less a city- for who has seen this city 
whole, even from the sky? -than a brooding presence, a force, larger and more significant than 

the sum of its parts ." 
-Joyce Carol Oates 

A similar conflict of power exists in Oates's description of the Detroit riots . 

Houston Baker insists on the race riot as a product of Modernism when he points 

out its "assumed supremacy of boorishly racist, indisputably sexist, and 

unbelievably wealthy Anglo-Saxon males" (4 ). He argues this fact as a cause of 

the Harlem riots. Accepting this conclusion supports my assertion that, within 

the text, Detroit exists as a Modern city: the (white) Modern city created such 

racial tension that it must erupt in race rioting. With the devastation and loss of 

power that comes with rioting, Detroit loses its Modernism and enters into a post-

modern period. Therefore, Detroit is waning in Modernism up to this point, when 

it officially becomes a post-modern city. It is this breakdown that Oates wants to 

capture with the Naturalistic representation of Detroit. 

Previous to the rioting, however, Detroit definitely positions itself as a 

Modern city. Within the three days of rioting, the city began "coming to life in fire" 

(517) where "large rats were feasting in spite of the smoldering junk and all the 
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commotion around them. Rats! People! Sirens! Gunfire! " (518). The symbolism 

of rats as rioters and the recurring theme of fire 's cleansing effects may seem 

obvious to the reader. More importantly, however, we realize that Detroit's 

power and wrath are being physically manifested as the city takes its final plunge 

from Modernism and terminates its relationship with "automobile manufacturers 

and labor unions [ .. . and becomes] dispossessed of its former authority, a 

ruined container of confused and empty lives" (Goldstein 282). The riots exist in 

a more pragmatic sense as the confrontation of the city's energy and the shift in 

its focus . Alternately, the violence of rioting "represents a decisive movement 

toward possible (though not certain) growth. Her depiction of the riot reflects 

[ ... ] hope" (Goldstein 286). 

Recalling Wilson 's earlier claim that, at the heart of the city, "male and 

female 'principles' war with each other" (Wilson 7), we can see the race riots 

representing that same war. The male/female or industrialism/Nature dichotomy 

allows the riots to take on a similar flavor. Industry/culture or City/race 

oppositions are supported by McPhillips's conclusion that "if women might have 

some control over culture [ . .. ] men have control over money" (128). Therefore, 

for this argument to work, the city must exist economically and the experience 

must exist culturally. The City-as-experience becomes Economy-as-experience 

-economic development being one function of a city- in order for culture to 
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exist as that experience. Again , the feminine is a product of and pitted against 

the masculine. The heart of the city is equivalent to the riot and this space of 

conflict exists as the center. The Modern city allows for this conflicted center 

because, as Wilson argues, the city is a maze. It has "a secret centre, [and] 

contradicts that other and equally common metaphor for the city as labyrinthine 

and centreless" (3 ). 

It is here where the case for Detroit as a Modern city can be reasserted . 

Recall Lehan: "the modernist city is centrifugal: the center moves us outward to 

symbolic correspondences in space and time. [ . .. ] the modernist narrator 

finds the center becoming more complex and opaque" (70). The author of the 

text is arguably operating within the Modernist mode, then, because "in 

attempting to transform the reality of Detroit into fiction, Oates surely shared the 

problem of how to bring order to the violent complexity and extremity of 

contemporary life" (Bevilacqua 125). We can also observe Stevens's Jar 

functioning in a similar way. The "gray and bare" controlling center- or, to use 

Oates's term, Life Force - is definitely centrifugal and it clearly increases in 

complexity as the analysis becomes more detailed. Stevens's poem illustrates a 

medium capable of bringing order to its surroundings. In Kern 's analysis , 

"Tennessee appears tamed and transformed" (19). He looks toward an 

imagined or perceived topographical change in the poem because Stevens 
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concern, according to Kern, is with the "relation between culture and nature" 

(19). Again, the paradox of language's origin and use comes to the forefront of 

the discussion. Allowing Stevens's jar to set up an allegory for this paradox, we 

see the material forming and ordering the immaterial , what cannot be ordered . 

The jar gives birth to an understanding of wilderness just as language is 

metaphorically birthed through a cultural matrix. Alternately, because Oates's 

narrator is communicating a foreign experience, nature's Other, her attempt to 

bring order to the violence cannot truly succeed in clearing the opaque center 

because she is explaining the unexplainable: the City-as-experience. 

Oates attempts to recreate the montage experience with vivid description 

and repetition . She constantly juxtaposes the violence with the beautiful: 

The fires were spreading . [ ... ] Some kids turned over a car and 
set it on fire. They wore their hair long and kinky, their shoulders 
were muscular beneath their dirty shirts [ ... ]. They cried out to 
one another in a language of shrieks, like large, dangerous birds. 
The couple paused to watch them, arms around each other. Jules 
could see their joy. He felt touched by it, drawn to it. Let 
everything burn! (517) 

Even within this brief description of the riot we can see the "sparkling 

dream" (516) that may be cast by a policeman 's billy club causing a "man's blood 

[to] fly up in a fine spray, like a fountain" (520). And many critics discuss fire as 

"the recurrent motif of them, a detail which suggests an unending cycle of fiery 
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death and painful resurrection" (Pinsker 44 ), reasserting the death of Modernism 

and its rebirth as postmodernism. 

Within all of this confusion, Oates reveals "the underlying pattern of [ .. . ] 

the 'phantasmagoria of personality, ' predicat[ing] the very precarious stability 

( .. . ] of the 'ego,' particularly in [ .. . ] a chaotic, 'naturalistic' landscape like that 

of Detroit" (McPhillips 143). 15 In the extreme sensory confusion of the rioting, 

Maureen 's brother, Jules, demonstrates a difficulty in creating appropriate 

buffers for his behavior: 

He caught up with the girl [ . .. ]. The shirt she wore was too big 
for her, the collar far too big . Jules reached inside and touched her 
collarbone, which was prominent and nervous. What an articulate 
girl! A lovely girl! She pushed him away without interest, screaming 
at her boy friend. 'Oh, Jesus Christ! You make me sick! ' she cried. 
It was a playground. The sky was orange, burning, vile and sweet 
at once. (519) 

The riot, then, is this apex of confusion that most clearly illustrates 

Wilson 's conclusions that, in the Modern city, "the open street with its lack of 

boundaries and its freedom for all to use was precisely what created 

'promiscuity' in every form" (41 ). In Detroit's case, the riots epitomize the 

resulting culmination of all that is promiscuous. Oates depicts the riots as 

creating "uncertainty, disorientation and alarm" (Wilson 29) while she 

deepens the sense of reportorial authenticity in her narrative ( .. . ]. 
The characters and city alike seem to blunder toward some 
extraordinary and mythic transformation of their desolate 
conditions , and indeed the riot is described as a sublime cleansing 
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of the historical detritus of wasted lives and blighted districts. 
(Goldstein 284) 

The experience of this conflict, then , illustrates once again the connection 

of the city to its citizens. For the people of Detroit, as for Jules, the riots are a 

violent experience that show a greater connection existing between the 

characters and their environment. Interestingly, however, it is Jules who 

experiences the rioting. At this point in the text, Maureen's City-as-experience 

has greatly changed .16 

Long before the rioting ensues, Maureen has successfully avoided what 

Wilson calls "the social consequences of a fall from virtue" (32). Our heroine 

emerges from her "coma" to attend night classes at the University where she 

fails a writing course taught by a fictionalized Joyce Carol Oates. We see 

Maureen a few years later as she reflects on her life in a series of letters to Ms. 

Oates. McPhillips argues that "Maureen's schizophrenia is played out [ . . . ] in 

language. In speaking/writing to 'Oates,' Maureen is performing a literary act 

[ . .. that] becomes a vehicle of form even as it (apparently) rejects the validity 

of literary form" (160). Indeed we see an epistolary transformation in Maureen 

as she attempts to relay her City-as-experience to her teacher through language. 

It is evident in her letters, however, that Maureen's ability to relay this 

experience is severely limited by this language. Maureen insists on the 

communique's failure and chastises Ms. Oates when she asks: "What form is 
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there to the way things happen? I wanted to run up to you after class and ask 

that question, cry it out at you . Your words were wrong! You were Wrong! " (355) 

Clearly, Ms. Oates's words failed her in communicating with Maureen. 

At the same time, Maureen demonstrates an understanding of this 

limitation by insisting: "I wish I could write down my thoughts not in a mess like 

most of my life but in some order" (345). Maureen also understands that her 

language is restricted when she asserts: "I am writing to you because there is 

something like me, in you?" (345) and conversely: "I am writing to you not 

because you are like me - I sound a little crazy! - but because you are the exact 

opposite" (346). The possibility of Ms. Oates being both the same and different 

allows Maureen's letter to insist on her language appealing to a similar 

experience. These polar experiences have been identified as the contact points 

of Nature-as-experience and the language Maureen uses is calling upon the two 

characters ' communal experience: Oates's "I" and Heidegger's "essence." Oates 

argues that "the most profound mystery of our human experience [is] the fact 

that, though we each exist subjectively, and know the world only through the 

prism of the self, this 'subjectivity' is inaccessible, thus unreal , and mysterious, to 

others" (Reflections 1 ). This is Nature-as-experience. So if Maureen can recall 

her experience in appropriate language for Ms. Oates to recall her own 

(subjective) Nature-as-experience and then relate it as "the same" or the direct 
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"opposite of' - polarities being the most easily understood experiences -

Maureen's Nature-as-experience, Ms. Oates becomes the most effective 

recipient of Maureen's language. 17 It is within the language of these letters that 

we see the city's function with respect to Maureen's life. 

Even though the earlier Maureen confronted the violence of the City-as

experience, she still sees men as the controlling power of that environment. 

Indeed , "Maureen must struggle to regain her voice within a Symbolic order 

which resists her language as 'incoherent,' hysterical" (McPhillips 92). She 

shows an attempt at creating this order in the letter by indicating her intention of 

seducing and marrying another woman 's husband: ''I'm going to fall in love. 

Tomorrow night I'll see the man I have picked out to love. He is already married; 

he has three children. l want him. I want him to marry me. I am going to make 

this happen and begin my life. [ . .. ] He will leave his wife and children behind" 

(352) . He, in fact, does just that. 

Bevilacqua points out that, with this action, "Maureen chooses to emulate 

to socially-approved models of behavior even if this means she again needs to 

engage in certain amount of deception , negation , and self-repression" (133) . 

And indeed Maureen chooses to take advantage of the city, as Wilson argues, to 

"escape to a new identity" by changing costumes (50). This time she seduces 

Jim Randolph not strictly for money, but for marriage. In so doing, Maureen 
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again engages in a questionable behavior somewhat equivalent to prostitution. 

"The deliberate act of taking another woman's husband is carried out much in the 

same amoral way as is Maureen 's earlier act of prostitution" (Singh 15). Clearly, 

this is a lingering characteristic of the flaneur's Modernism. It shows how 

Modernism has changed both form and location and exists in the novel and in 

theory as post-modernism. 

Maureen explains to Ms. Oates that her reason for "stealing" a husband is 

to achieve an ideal suburban life outside of Detroit: 

I don't ask to turn into you but to see myself like this: living in a 
house out of the city, a ranch house or a colonial house, with a 
fence around the back, a woman working in the kitchen , wearing 
slacks maybe, a baby in his crib in the baby's room, thin white 
gauzy curtains, a bedroom for my husband and me, a window in 
the living-room looking out onto the lawn and the street and the 
house across the street. (351) 

This picturesque illustration shows Maureen's belief in having found, as 

Bevilacqua argues, "the solution to her existential dilemmas [ .. . ] centering on 

her escape from the turbulent and irrational city to the calm, orderly, and secure 

secular paradise of middle-class suburbia" (134 ). By marrying Jim, Maureen 

achieves her destiny and falls "back into the limited but real world " (Friedman 

74). 

Maureen, while idealizing this world , realizes the pathos of life as well. 

She identifies herself engaging in the behavior of a class of women who "sit 
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drinking coffee alone in the kitchen; we make crazy plans for marriage but have 

no man, we dream of stealing men [ . . . ] we are always wondering [ . . . ] what 

terrible thing will come next [ .. . ] thinking, remembering, dreaming, waiting for 

something to come to us and give a shape to so much pain" (357). And she 

realizes her attachment to this identity when Jules unexpectedly visits her near 

the novel's end . "She rarely thought of her family and never expected to see 

them" (534 ). His visit is both unexpected and unwanted; Maureen wants to 

forget her past. "But she felt really sickened, not by his face or his presence but 

by her own presence, so close to him, her own existence so closely tied to his" 

(535). 

With this newly realized life, Maureen has succeeded in running away 

from the city. She clearly takes part in the destructive and disruptive end of a 

Modern city. "White flight" forces the city of Detroit into being the first post

modern city. Maureen participates in the exeunt out of "the fear of being 

destroyed amidst the chaos of Detroit, the legacy of Furlong 's beating that 

psychically- and very nearly physically - did destroy her, for a time" (McPhillips 

156). She is saved from the riots and sure failure of the city, as well as her past 

and its link to the City-as-experience when she moves to the suburbs. 
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Conclusion 

By voicing a discontent with celebratory Nature writing , Oates is able to 

identify a new and perhaps more nature-centered way of discussing what we talk 

about when we talk about Nature. While recognizing language and its limitations 

in effectively communicating the Nature experience, Oates demands that, as 

readers , we call on more than just a simple knowledge of vocabulary. It is 

imperative in this communication to hold some semblance of understanding of a 

communal Nature-as-experience. And while it seems that at the heart of the 

"traditional" understanding of Nature-as-experience exists an essence that 

resonates Heidegger's thinking and can be seen in Stevens's poetry, something 

needs to be said for the emerging problem encountered when the city becomes 

the only environment in which the modern reader finds her or himself. By 

understanding the historical essence, the essence of the experience, or the "I" of 

Nature(-as-experience) we can see a similar, but perhaps more conflicted and 

violent, expression of that essence within the city. Playing with somewhat 

stereotypical gendered notions of Nature (Woman=Nature), Oates displays the 

violent reality of our constructed city-Nature through the experience of a woman. 

In a sense, Maureen succeeds in her escape from the city. She can 

reflect on the violence of Modernism from her post-modern life as she changes 
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locations and insists on a new Nature-as-experience. Unfortunately for 

Maureen, however, her tools of understanding, the Jar into which her experience 

must fit, remain unchanged. No one "gets" her Nature-as-experience. Because 

the passage of time requires the Modernism she must communicate to end in a 

fiery revolution, the chance of being understood escapes her. Maureen's 

languages, her tools , her experience, frustratingly do not affect or create a 

significant understanding for anyone else in her life. So while her new life allows 

her a salvation from both becoming one of them and being destroyed by Detroit, 

her future holds no light because the essential and therapeutic communication 

her Nature-as-experience demands cannot take place. While she detests her 

family and her life, Maureen is forever bound to them and held by them because 

time has passed over her and language has failed her and denied the 

opportunity to fully realize and communicate her City-as-experience. 
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Notes 

1 Paglia suggests "a defense against nature" because, as she states, 
"everyone has killed in order to live. Nature's universal law of creation from 
destruction operates in mind as in matter" (Sexual Personae 2). Essentially, we 
are driven by our desire to survive. Because nature must destroy us to continue 
the cycle of creation, we are constantly engaged in a battle against the 
destructive forces of nature. 

2 This logical development is based on Paglia's assertion that "society is 
an artificial construction, a defense against nature's power" (Sexual Personae 1 ). 

3 While Simmons does not cite Oates or use the phrase, she does argue 
the Nature-as-experience idea by concluding that 'Thoreau give[s) us a sense of 
nature as a process rather than a constant or given" (229). This "process" verses 
"constant" dichotomy can be interpreted as the Nature-as-experience (the 
process of experiencing) verses Nature-in-itself (the constant noun) difference. 

4 I quote at length from Simmons so that the nature of her discussion is 
clear: "the 'poet' of [Thoreau 's] earlier Journal is giving way to the 'naturalist' of 
the later career [ ... ] as a result of Thoreau's discovery of an alternative 
construction of what science does, exemplified by Alexander von Humboldt. 
Whereas the 'rational holism' that influenced transcendental idealism tended to 
be dualistic, splitting subject from object, and consuming natural facts in the leap 
to higher or spiritual truth, Humboldtian 'empirical holism' valued facts for their 
own sake, seeing nature not as a veil, but the reality itself' (224 ). 

5 This conclusion is short sighted in that Maureen, too, can be shown to 
embody the city. 

6 I do not wish to discredit McPhillips here. On the contrary, his work 
proves to be quite helpful in my own study. Regardless, I do think he misses a 
due reflection on Modernism and city of Detroit within the novel. Alas, this is not 
his primary goal. 
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7 Oates is insisting that "my body, which I perceive as substance, is in fact 
an organization of infinitely complex, overlapping, imbricated structures, radiant 
light their manifestation, the 'body' a tall column of light and blood heat, a 
temporary agreement among atoms. [ ... ] In this fantastical structure the 'I' is 
deluded as to its sovereignty [ ... ]; the most astonishing secret is that the 'I' 
doesn't exist! - but it behaves as if it does, as if it were one and not many" 
(Against 75). This author (I) sees the "I" existing closely with Harrison's term 
"real" and the I existing with the real; one being a compilation of traits, the other 
existing as if unquestionably sovereign . 

8 Recall that for Oates and Paglia this contact point is where it is possible 
to reach a truly enlightened experience by coming to terms with both the 
pleasure and the terror of Nature. I hope to show how the City-as-experience is 
the contact point to which all three theorists are referring. 

9 Heidegger reaches his conclusion based on his understanding of Kant: 
"According to Kant, the whole of the world, for example, and even God himself, is 
a thing of this sort, a thing that does not itself appear, namely, a 'thing-in-itself" 
(Heidegger 147). 

10 Again pointing out the polarities of Nature's (or wilderness's) 
interpretation, Patricia Merivale argues that "the term [slovenly] is not pejorative, 
but lightly ironic, for the wilderness has every right to oppose 'perfection"' (530). 
This claim reasserts the opposing instincts of Nature that become increasingly 
important to Nature-as-experience. 

11 All definitions are quoted from the Oxford English Dictionary, electronic 
edition. 

12 Wilson 's thesis states that "women have become an irruption in the city, 
a symptom of disorder, and a problem: the Sphinx in the city" (9). Here, 
Maureen's action represents all three characteristics Wilson describes as she 
confronts the traditional and (somewhat) ordered view of the city that Furlong 
embodies. 

13 If, "the amount of energy in the universe is fixed, and energy can never 
be increased or diminished, only transformed; [and] every time energy is 
transformed from one state to another, there is a loss in the amount of energy 
available to perform future work" (Lehan 123), then the struggle for power or 
shifting energy between Maureen and Furlong results in a loss of the city's 
energy. 
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14 Paglia supports this idea by identifying Nature as the beginning and 
society as an "artificial construction, a defense against Nature's power" (Sexual 
Personae 1) because, as she states, "everyone has killed in order to live. 
Nature's universal law of creation from destruction operates in mind as in matter" 
(Sexual Personae 2). Essentially, we are driven by our desire to survive. 
Because Nature must destroy us to continue the cycle of creation , we are 
constantly engaged in a battle against the destructive forces of Nature. Like 
Oates, Paglia is here placing Nature above the human experience. Therefore, 
language becomes a way to share our Nature-as-experience. This language 
takes a phenomenological turn, then, because it "distinguishes the human being 
as a human being" (Heidegger 397) and illustrates language's necessary force . 

15 Clearly Jules is falling victim to unguarded ego "buffers." While 
McPhillips uses this idea in discussing "the structure of Maureen's psyche" (143), 
I use it to discuss the structure of Jules's psyche during the riots . The idea that 
the two characters can be interchanged within this context secures my argument 
that Maureen can exist as the female embodiment of the city. 

16 Decurtis points out the significant fact that Maureen "is virtually 
unaffected by the Detroit riots" (127) which have such a profound effect on the 
rest of her family. Because of her newly asserted position within the city, 
Maureen's City-as-experience reflects a degree of change. 

17 McPhillips points out the value of the linguistic relationship when he 
argues that "to examine Maureen in relation to 'Miss Oates,' then, is to examine 
the significant question of female access to language quite literally [ .. . ] and to 
suggest the transformative effect this ability can have" (113). While Maureen's 
transformation is evident, I choose to look at the language as a means of 
relaying her violent City-as-experience to Ms. Oates. This relationship is 
important in illustrating a person's inability to successfully relay the subjective 
Nature-as-experience through language. 
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